In this edition of Australian Grains Update learn about the new varieties giving customers of Australian grain more choice; find out how what makes Australian noodle wheat unique and how the Grain Industry Code is giving buyers enhanced confidence.

Plus meet this month’s Aussie grain producer and find out about Australia’s involvement in the Global Grain Asia conference in Singapore.

If you like what you read below click [here](#) to subscribe to future editions of *Australian Grains Update*.

---

**More malt varieties mean more choice**

Customers looking to export malt barley from Australia will have more choice than ever before with the recent accreditation of two new malting barley varieties.

[Find out more>>](#)

---

**Why we’re proud of Aussie Noodle Wheat (ANW)**

Australian Noodle Wheat (ANW) has been developed specifically for the production of Japanese white salted noodles (Udon) that require specific “mochi–mochi” mouth feel properties.

[Find out more>>](#)
Meet your Aussie noodle wheat producer

Cosgrove Farming Co. consists of seven properties and is entirely owned and run by the Cosgrove family. The success of the enterprise reflects the family's innovative approach to grain production and passion to produce grain to feed the world's customers.

Find out more>>

Supporting customers in the use of Aussie grain vital

Australian grain industry representatives attended the Global Grain Asia conference in Singapore during March to provide customers a reference point for their queries in regards to Australian grain.

Find out more>>

New oat varieties to boost health

Recognition of the health properties of oats has resulted in a revolution of new oat-based products. As world-wide demand for oats increases Australia is focused on boosting production to meet the growing needs of our global customers.

Find out more>>

Grain industry Code gives confidence to buyers

Australia is the world's only grain-exporting nation to deploy a code of practice aimed at preserving the quality of grain from farm to port.

Find out more>>
We’d like to hear back from you!
Share your feedback and ideas with AEGIC here.
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